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Ways of 

Looking

An introductory set of questions, 

activities, examples and ideas for 

using visual art in the language 

classroom.



Sketching means to draw quickly. When we aren’t 

accustomed to drawing or have celar objective in our 

mind, we immediately tense up about what the 

image is going to look like and whether we cano 

or can’t draw. 

With all the technology today, drawing isn’t always so 

necessary. If Leonardo da Vinci had Photoshop or the 

Adobe Suite on his computer, or a video camera and 

a mobile phone, he wouldn’t have been drawing so 

much either. Renaissance painters actually did make 

use of technology whenever they could. They used 

shadows, and the camera oscura to cast images on a 

canvas to aid “seeing” perspective. So given this, why 

is drawing still important? 

The process of drawing aids the artist to really see 

something. It doesn’t matter how “accurate” the 

drawing is visually. The process of really noticing and 

paying attention to the subject is the objective. There 

are many things to notice when you draw and as we 

know, developing noticing skills is key for language 

learners. 
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Draw!

Play�is�essential
for�creativity.
The important thing about it is 

simply to wonder. There is no must, 

there is no right answer. There is no 

pressure to come up with a 

polished product. 

The key wondering 

statement starts like this: 

“I wonder what will 

happen if …”

How�Can�I�Teach�Language�Through
the�Visual�Arts?

The Purpose of Drawing



Last year I took a photograph of a part of Aleppo that, 

as you can imagine, had been all but obliterated. I 

began drawing and painting it out by hand on canvas. I 

didn’t care so much what the finished image would be 

for a long time. I just wanted to see. I was entirely 

absorbed in drawing, observing the destruction piece 

by piece, wall by broken wall. Drawing slows things 

down, aids noticing and causes you to see even the 

difficult stuff.  It can be a great point of departure for 

descriptive writing as well. 

Alternatively, you could simply be paying attention to 

how it feels to make a mark. Abstraction, to some 

extent. I often start drawing from the world around me, 

but the image soon takes on a life of its own. I notice 

whether I hold my pencil one way or another, whether 

it’s a hard or soft line, thin or thick, quivering, fragile, 

angry, sad, fast, fevered, slow and languid, playful or 

pragmatic. Now that’s a lot of descriptive language 

right there, and we’re only dealing with a line. 

The following are classic drawing class exercises to 

loosen learners up. As I have mentioned, the finished 

image isn’t important. The drawing is an aid to focusing, 

seeing and noticing, which are great skills for language 

learners. They can then reflect on the process after, by 

looking at their own response to what they have been 

closely observing. This opens up lots of possibilities for 

spoken language. 
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Keep the pencil on the paper 

without taking it off 

Use your wrong hand 

Draw only the empty spaces you 

can see

Use only lines and shapes

Draw and then pass it to the next 

person and continue every 20 

seconds

Repeat three times, each with a 

reduced amount of time

Draw without looking at the paper, 

only at the objects. Your eyes 

follow the shapes very carefully 

and your hand follows and 

responds to what your eyes are 

telling it

Now�try�some�of
these

Tools could be sticks dipped in ink, 

feathers, pencils, leaves, pens, 

markers, charcoal…the key is to be 

playful and try different things out 

to see what affects you can make. 

Drawing�Tools

How�Can�I�Teach�Language�Through
the�Visual�Arts?
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Detailed observation is often the starting 

point for many of my paintings. The 

painting of Aleppo began like that. But 

as time went by, the need for such 

observation of the visual world gave way 

to observation of what I was feeling and 

the narratives within. Other images 

started to emerge from my mind and 

found their way to the canvas. These 

creative processes and an understandin 

gof them can be very enriching for our 

students and ourselves.

How�Can�I�Teach�Language�Through
the�Visual�Arts?

Find artists who resonate with you so you can share your passion. Passion is 

important.  "eL Seed" is an example of an artist that inspires me. He and his 

team fuse beautiful Arabic calligraphy with graffiti to paint messages of hope 

and peace on buildings from Tunisia to Paris. Check out his Ted Talk. Videos 

of his work and arts practice can be found online 

Remember also that the way that you deal with an artist's work can transform 

from what may be considered as irrelevant into something meaningful and 

powerful. Imagine for example, the connecting power of juxtaposing different 

artists from different times and with different techniques and styles, but who 

are responding to the same social issue.

Find�Artists
Who�Inspire
You

Above: A part of "Whakangaromia", my painting based on 

observing a scene from Alleppo. Whakangaromia means 

"obliterated or hidden" in Te Reo Māori. I like the idea that 

there is still the potential for regeneration embedded in the 

meanings of that word.

Above: el Seed. 

Image. wikicommons



Responding is about making connections. It's 

our natural inclination as humans to make 

connections between things. We link objects or 

gestures with meanings almost instantaneously. 

Imagine this: I put an image of a sad person in rags in 

front of you. You make instant assumptions and 

connections using your knowledge of the world. Then 

I put an image of an empty food bowl next to that 

image. You instantly make a connection and a 

narrative grows. This person is poor and hungry. 

Perhaps there is a famine. Perhaps there’s been a war. 

In a classroom, there will be connections that the 

group shares, while others will be personal relating 

to experience, culture and memory. Our individual 

and collective experience is what makes it 

interesting, 

With the visual arts, we observe and talk about many 

things that help us get into the mind of the artist and 

think from that position: 
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Wondering together is the key. Visual 

art is a text that doesn’t have fixed 

answers and each person brings a 

new interpretation or reading.  As a 

teacher, you aren’t meant to have the 

answers. You can join your learners on 

an equal footing and wonder 

together. You’re all learners! How 

learner centred is that?! 

The�Role�of�the
Teacher

Responding�to�Visual
Work�Through
Language

Why has he/she created this?

What is depicted?

How has artist used formal elements 

like composition, colour and tone to 

achieve this?  

Deal with the 

language that 

emerges and pre- 

teach language you 

know they'll need. 

Judge when to drop 

in information 

elegantly that enables 

further connections.

How�Can�I�Teach�Language�Through
the�Visual�Arts?



Let their eyes take a walk around the picture. 

Look at the: 

• Top 

• Bottom 

• Foreground/closest thing to them 

• Background/what is far away 

• The people/objects 

1. Take a Wander 
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How�Can�I�Teach�Language�Through
the�Visual�Arts?

Activities
to�Try

3. The Slow Reveal

The slow reveal approach can highlight the 

assumptions we make when we don’t know all 

the information.  For example, you can look at 

an image free of context. 

You can then see how your assumptions and 

connections form or change as you find out 

who made the piece, where they are 

from, where, when, from what and how they 

made it.  

This can be teacher-led, or you can have key 

pieces of information that you feed into the 

discussion via other means, such as dictation, 

breaking a code, turning over a card etc. 

2. Describe and Imagine

Ask A to close their eyes or have their back to the painting 

while B has their eyes open, facing the painting. B describes 

the painting for A to imagine. 

A great painting for this is Guernica by Picasso. Without telling 

the learners what the image is, describe parts of it and get 

them to draw it – or get them to do it in partners. Try this with 

other iconic images. 

Don’t be 

afraid of 

silence. 

Reading 

visual art 

isn’t easy. 

Allow 

yourselves 

time to think. 

 



Which person or people do you think are 

the most important?

Where do you think the artist wants us to 

look?

What are the relationship(s) between the 

people in the painting? 

What is similar or different about certain 

people? 

What might each character in the 

painting be saying/thinking? 

What words could we use to describe the 

mood/atmosphere? 

4. Imaginative 

Reading 
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5. Questions for 

Any Image

If I tell you…(the slow reveal), what 

further connections can you make? 

How does it change your thinking? 

What do you think might be the 

message or theme? 

What do you think is the artist’s belief or 

point of view? 

What title would you give the painting? 

How do you know? 

Where is the evidence? 

How has the artist created this effect? 

Who disagrees? What might someone 

say who disagrees? 

L.O.T.S to H.O.T.S 

 

Aim for higher-order thinking skills 

such as synthesis (re-telling) and 

evaluation, thinking both critically 

through processing and interpreting 

information and creatively through 

considering new possibilities. 

 

How�Can�I�Teach�Language�Through
the�Visual�Arts?

Adapted from: 

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/teachers-and-schools

Specifically with images representing people.



Draw a cartoon version or story map  

Make models, paint and draw scenes – again 

this goes back to the practice in drawing of 

really “seeing” the image

Make masks for characters, use props and 

costumes created with simple materials

Create story boxes with made or found 

artefacts from the tale

Use shoe boxes to build mini dioramas

Enact the story with puppets made from 

recycled objects, sticks, Papier Mâché

Hot-seat characters – this is where a character 

from the image is questioned by the group 

about his or her background, behaviour and 

motivation (https://dramaresource.com/hot- 

seating/)

Work in role as journalists or TV interviewers

Send characters with problems to the 

psychologist

Use speech bubbles to show what characters 

think at different points in the story (there are 

apps for this)

Stop Motion 

In role, write text conversations for WhatsApp 

or WeChat 

Develop a sound recording that responds to 

the image using multi-channel software

Design a YouTube promo  

6. Activities
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7. Story Telling Tips
These can be used once a narrative has been teased out 

of an image, practice the story.  

Work on each section at a time, 

gradually building the tale up over time 

Work in pairs, sitting facing each other 

and retell like a mirror 

Focus on key language and chunks 

Tell the story up and down a line or 

round a circle 

Work in pairs on a retelling while 

walking, taking a step for each new 

scene 

Use a long story map on the wall or 

images on cards in front of the learners 

so they can ‘step out’ or point out the 

story as they retell. 

Create a large 'floor map' , stepping to 

each “story stone” as you tell the story 

Change the viewpoint – retell from a 

different character’s viewpoint 

How�Can�I�Teach�Language�Through
the�Visual�Arts?



Ages: 5-10 year olds (can be adapted for older) 

1. Working with dry materials such as crayon, charcoal and pencil, the chiidren explored experimental mark making 

and how we can express mood and emotion through different textures. The children made marks and shapes that 

responded to emotions and feelings such as happiness, sadness, anger, fear, joy, etc. 

This could be enhanced by listening to sounds or music or responding to visual art. It's also a good introductory way 

to respond to abstract art.  
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A�Sketch�of�a�Drawing�Workshop�

Open�Ended
Questions

How did you feel when you were 

making the marks? 

What marks did you enjoy making and 

why?

What parts of your image do you like 

and why?

This workshop was run by MA students in 

Children's Illustration from Anglia Ruskin 

University for a local primary school in 

Cambridge.

Left: Clara aged eight, experiments 

with mood and the different ways she 

can apply and make marks with 

pastels.
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A�Sketch�of�an�Illustration�Workshop�

2. Children were asked to select an object or a toy and then make a short story in two images 

about it. They made use of some of the drawings they had created in stage one  (creating "mood" 

paper) by cutting them out for backgrounds or cutting out objects to place in their illustration. 

New colours were added to the greyscale environment.  

A way to learn about color is to remove color information. Notice how one colour really stands out 

and highlights the figure of the fish in relationship with the background. We can also learn a lot 

about light and shade, depth, form, and ways to make figures/shapes/objects recede or stand out 

according to greyscales.

Above: Blanca, aged six, took a little toy seal that 

caught her eye. She created this story from her 

mood paper. 

Can you guess what emotion or mood she was 

wanting to express when she made marks on her 

first pieces of "mood" paper? 

Can you guess the story? Can you tell it to your 

partner?  

Can you think of a title? 
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A�Sketch�of�an�Illustration�Workshop�

3. Children created an unfolding paper that 

demonstrated landscapes that went from sadness to 

happiness, focusing on how light and landscape can 

tell a story and set a mood. This develops visual literacy 

and an understanding the use of symbolism or parallel 

narratives in story-telling.

At the end of the session, children set up an exhibition of 

their work. This could be for parents or other classes. It's 

extremely satisfying and motivating to know that your work 

will be on display. This is also a rich environmant for 

language. 

However, exhibitors and viewers need to have scaffolding to 

talk about their work, ask and respond to questions in order 

to make it a communicative experience. 

Which character do you think is the most important 

and why? 

What are the relationship(s) between the characters? 

Why did you choose these colours?

Tell me about...

Why did you choose...?

How could you describe the mood/atmosphere? 

Open�Ended
Questions

Culminating�Show

Clara, aged eight, created 

a seascape.  Notice the 

awareness of symbolic 

colour in the typography 

of her title on the left. 

Typography is is the visual 

art of creating written 

words that can be a 

device to visually express 

extra meaning.  A great 

question would be to ask 

her why she did that, what 

she wanted to express.



Emma Louise Pratt studied at Ilam School of Fine Art, Canterbury University, New Zealand. She has 

been the runner up in the Molly Morpeth Canaday Award (2005), and a finalist in the Norsewear Award 

(2007) in New Zealand and finalist in the Focus Abengoa International Painting Prize, Spain (2014). 

Emma is known for her landscape based work where she explores specific landscapes that convey 

significance to her either for their historical or personal importance, serving as they always have, as a 

personal travel map. 

Emma Pratt is the Co-Director  and Co-Founder  of Frameworks Education Group . She is the  Director of 

ELTCampus  , one of the brands of Frameworks Education ,  an online teacher training platform tha t she   

founded and developed.    

Emma has designed and develop ed ELTcampus teacher training courses in collaboration with teacher 

trainers including Jamie King and Anna Hasper.  Emma has been teaching  English for eighteen years 

and is involved with teacher development online and face to face with a special interest in young 

learners and CLIL.  

website: www.emmapratt.com
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